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Summary

� We explore belief revision for belief states in whih an agent's beliefs as wellas his justi�ations for these beliefs are expliitly represented in the ontext oftype theory.
� We make the justi�ations an agent has for his beliefs as �rst-lass itizens.

� Sine every belief is aompanied by its justi�ation (and the rules operateon both), every inonsisteny that surfaes in the agents belief state has itsown justi�ation ontaining the justi�ations of the beliefs that ause theinonsisteny.IAT'01, Maebashi, Japan 1



� This allows for a dedutive perspetive on belief revision whih an beimplemented using existing mahinery for dedutive reasoning.
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Type theory for knowledge representation

� Subjetivity: Knowledge of an agent is partial : no one knows everything, andagents di�er in what they know.� Justi�ation: Knowledge is justi�ed: agents not only know things, but theyhave reasons for knowing them.� Inrementality: The knowledge of an agent an be extended as newinformation beomes available.� Subjetivity is aptured by types: Eah onept is formalized as a type, eahinstane of the onept is a term inhabiting this type.IAT'01, Maebashi, Japan 3



� Justi�ation is aptured by terms: by the PAT-priniple, justi�ations are�rst-lass itizens, formalized in the type-theoretial syntax as terms.� Inrementality is aptured by ontexts: An agent's knowledge state an beformalized as a type-theoretial ontext. Addition of new information tothe knowledge state an be formalized by adding statements to the ontext,dismissing information amounts to reduing the ontext.� 'Everything an agent knows' at a ertain instant an be divided into:{ Expliit knowledge expressed by the statements in ontext �. These areexpliitly represented piees of knowledge diretly available to the agent.{ Impliit knowledge expressed by statements derivable on ontext �. Theseare onsequenes (obtained by inferene) of an agent's expliit knowledge.
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Conluding remarks

� We explored the use of expliitly represented justi�ations in belief revisionwhere beliefs and belief states were represented respetively as type theoretialstatements and ontexts� Justi�ations make it easy to identify the beliefs that ause inonsisteny ofthe belief state and greatly simplify the handling of dependenies betweenbeliefs.� Our approah is appliable to agents with limited omputational resouresbeause it is dedutive and we do not require that our theory of belief revisionitself selets whih beliefs have to be removed.IAT'01, Maebashi, Japan 5



� This holds independently of the strength of the logi in whih the belief hangeoperations are ast.� Our approah is appliable to: a) a large family of type systems, and hene b)given the onnetions between type theory and logi, in a wide range of logis� Our work has been implemented by Bunt on the basis of a standard typetheoreti theorem prover where the agents belief state is represented as typetheoretial ontexts as desribed in this talk.� Our framework is related to:{ revision for belief bases and to Foundations Theory, but does not su�er fromthe drawbaks usually assoiated with foundations theory suh as problemswith disbelief propagation, irular justi�ations, and multiple justi�ationsfor the same belief;IAT'01, Maebashi, Japan 6



{ the work of Hansson on semi-revision, whose notion of onsolidation an besimulated in our framework and where new information is not automatiallyompletely trusted.
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